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a b s t r a c t

The main objective of this paper is to develop a physical model for the simulation of heat/mass transport
and electrochemical process in a solid oxide fuel cell. The model is then used to evaluate the effects of
lowering the operating temperature for a solid oxide fuel cell. This model consists of two submodels,
i.e., a micro-scale submodel and a macro-scale submodel. The macro-scale submodel is based on the
continuum conservation laws. The micro-scale submodel addresses the complex relationships among
the transport phenomena in the electrodes and electrolyte, which includes the transport of electron,
ion, and gas molecules through the composite electrodes, electrolyte, and triple-phase boundary region.
After integrating the two submodels, the dependence of electrochemical performance on the temperature,
global geometrical parameter, and microstructures (porosity, volume fraction and composite ratio, etc.)
were assessed.
lectrochemical transport
omposite electrode

Results demonstrate that for a reduced-temperature solid oxide fuel cell with composite electrodes, its
performance is also lowered due to a higher ohmic loss in electrolyte and a slower electrochemical kinetics
in the cathode. Among the various microstructure parameters for electrodes, the particle size and TPB
length are the most important factors that dominate the performance of a reduced-temperature SOFC.
In addition, optimal thicknesses for the electrodes exist. It is believed that the current work will provide
a valuable model approach, which can be used to help understand the complex transport phenomena in

he de
electrodes and optimize t

. Introduction

The superior efficiency of a solid oxide fuel cell in comparison
ith other energy-conversion systems is due to its higher opera-

ion temperature, which may exceed 1000 ◦C in some designs [1,2].
s the operation temperature of a SOFC is reduced, the activa-

ion resistance in the electrodes and the ohmic resistance in the
lectrolyte will contribute to the majority of the total cell resis-
ances [3–5]. For example, if reducing the operating temperature
f a SOFC to 550–800 ◦C, the cathode resistance was 70–85% of the
otal cell resistance for anode-supported SOFCs with standard LSM-
SZ cathode on YSZ electrolyte [6]. However, lowering the operation
emperature is an inevitable path for the commercialization of
his technology, which allows for a broader choice of materials,
educes the fabrication cost, minimizes the interfacial diffusion

etween electrode and electrolyte, and improves the response
ime for start-up and shut-down period, etc. For this purpose,
esearch has been focused on developing thin film electrolyte [7–9],
dopting alternative electrolyte or electrodes with higher conduc-
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sign of a reduced-temperature solid oxide fuel cell.
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tivity [10–12] and finding new fabrication processes for electrodes
[13]. Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−ı (SSC), La1−xSrxCo0.8Fe1−yO3−ı (LSCF) and
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−ı (BSCF) have been experimentally proven
to provide a superior performance as a cathode material for SOFC
or its combination with Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (GDC) and Ce0.85Sm0.15O2
(SDC) to form a composite cathode [14–16]. For example, the mea-
sured total electrode area specific resistance is only 0.102 � cm2

at 600 ◦C for a cell with a SDC electrolyte thickness of 20 �m and
a composite cathode (75 wt.% SCC + 25 wt.% SDC) [12]. Adding SDC
particles to Ni is effective for improving the activity of Ni anode
through increasing the TPB area and maintaining the appropriate
porosity [11].

However, this kind of composite electrode exhibits a com-
plex geometry/morphology, it is frequently a demanding task to
predict how the interplay of materials properties and geometry
(e.g., porosity, particle size, and electrode thickness) affects the
polarization resistance. A micro-model, which focuses on the elec-
trode and electrolyte region, is therefore crucial to understand

the relations between performance and relevant microstructure
parameters in much more detail [17–25]. For a lower tempera-
ture SOFC, the temperature becomes a crucial factor and even an
insignificant variation in non-homogenous temperature distribu-
tion or flow field within a SOFC might substantially change the

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jnchung@ufl.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.05.045
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Nomenclature

c specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
Dij binary mass diffusivity [m2 s−1]
Dk,i effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient for compo-

nent i [m2 s−1]
E Nernst potential [V]
F Faraday

′
s constant, 96,486.7 [C mol−1]

F1 Forchheimer coefficient
�G chemical potential [J mol−1]
�Helec enthalpy change of reactions [J mol−1]
i local current [A m−2]
i current vector [A m−2]
ica/an
tr , io exchange current density [A m−1 or A m−2]

L TPB length per unit volume [m−2]
�J diffusion mass flux vector
K permeability of the porous medium [m2]
k thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
Mi molar weight of component i [kg mol−1]
n number fraction
ne number of electron
N total number of particles per unit volume
p pressure [Pa]
P� probability of �-type conductors in the percolating

cluster
Pi partial pressure of component i [atm]
Qre heat generation from electrochemical reaction

[W m−3]
Qoh+act heat generation from ohmic and activation loss

[W m−3]
r radius [m]
Rg universal gas constant 8.3143 [J mol−1 K−1]
Reff ohmic resistance [�]
Si net rate of production for component i
T temperature [K]
�V velocity vector [m s−1]
Xi molar fraction of component i
Yi mass fraction of component i
Z coordination number

Greek letters
ˇ transfer coefficient
� contact angle [◦]
� volume fraction
� viscosity [m2 s−1]
ε porosity
	 electrical conductivity [�−1 m−1]

act activation overpotential [V]

ohm ohmic overpotential [V]

con concentration overpotential [V]
� size ratio
� density [kg m−3]

Superscripts
air air
fuel fuel
ele electrolyte
an anode
ca cathode
b bulk
int interface

Subscripts
eff effective
el electronic

i components in gas mixture (fuel channel mixture:
i = H2, H2O; air channel mixture: i = O2, N2)
io ionic
TPB triple-phase boundary

performance. Unfortunately, previous micro-models [26–29] can-
not account for this temperature or geometry effect at macro-level
(e.g., stack dimension) because of inherent model weakness and
assumptions. Especially, when considering the goals of our model,
i.e., how to optimize the entire cell design including global macro-
and microstructure parameters, only few influencing factors in a
model will lead to significant inaccuracies or errors in predicting
overall SOFC performance. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a
multi-scale model which has the capability of handling the trans-
port mechanisms on different length scales at the same time.

The current study aims at developing a new multi-scale model,
which will be employed to integrate a micro-scale submodel with
a macro-scale submodel and account for transport mechanisms
arising from different processes and length scales for a lower
temperature SOFC. Recently, the authors have developed a multi-
physics macro-model to investigate the effect of transport scale
on the performance of a SOFC unit [30]. The macro-submodel is
developed on the basis of the previous work. Then solution will
be supplied to the micro-scale submodel as the global parameters.
The micro-scale submodel establishes the complex relationships
among the various transport phenomena in the pore level, which
includes the transport of electron, ion and gas molecules through
the electrodes, electrolyte and particularly at the three-phase
boundary region. Finally, by integrating the two submodels to
form a multiscale model, the dependence of electrochemical per-
formance on the global parameters (temperature, thickness of
electrodes) and microstructures (porosity, volume fraction, com-
posite ratio, etc.) will be assessed for the entire fuel cell stack in a
meaningful way.

2. General descriptions and model assumptions

A typical anode-supported planar SOFC single unit cell consist-
ing of a thick layer of anode, a dense layer of electrolyte, a porous
layer of cathode, and interconnects (or ribs) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
Previous simulation results from the macro-model [30] have suffi-
ciently demonstrated that the variations for temperature, velocity
and concentration in the z-direction (normal to xy plane, refer to
Fig. 1(a)) are insignificant if the rib thickness is small. So here, the
rib thickness is assumed to be small and a two-dimensional model
is considered for the concern of computational time. The schematic
of the 2D computational model is shown in Fig. 1(b). To study the
different physical processes at various length scales, the current
model consists of two length scales: a macro-scale submodel and
a micro-scale submodel. The macro-scale submodel is associated
with the entire computation domain. While the micro-scale sub-
model is used only in the electrode and electrolyte regions. A Ni/SDC
composite anode, a SDC electrolyte and a LSCF/SDC composite cath-
ode are considered in the present simulation for simulating a lower
temperature solid oxide fuel cell. In Fig. 1(b), the composite elec-
trodes are modeled as a random packing system made of electronic
particles (LSCF or Ni), ionic particles (SDC) and interstitial pores.
LSCF is considered as a pure electronic conductor in our model;

however, intrinsically it is a mixed conductor. Since the ionic con-
ductivity of LSCF is lower than that of SDC, the LSCF may be assumed
as a pure electronic conductor in a conservative approach. Cur-
rent is conducted from particle to particle through the interface.
The edge of electronic/ionic interface that makes contact with the
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ig. 1. Schematic diagrams of a planar solid oxide fuel cell: (a) 3D drawing of a unit
uel cell, and close-up of cermet TPB. The composite cathode (LSCF/SDC) and anode

as phase is the triple-phase boundary (TPB) which provides the
eaction sites. Although a real porous microstructure is different
rom this random system, the previous studies have successfully
roven its validity in predicting electrochemical performance for a
omposite electrode [18,19,21,31].

In the cathode region, oxygen which diffuses through the air
hannel and interconnected pores, is reduced somewhere in the
icinity of triple-phase boundary (TPB) region to oxygen ions via
he overall half-cell reaction:

2(g) + 4e− + 2V ··
o ⇔ 2Ox

o (1)

·· x
here Vo and Oo are vacancies and oxygen ions in the SDC phase.
ikewise, the hydrogen reduction reaction in the TPB of the anode
ccurs as:

2(g) + O2− ⇔ H2O + 2e− (2)
nd (b) 2D schematic of computational domain, structural modeling of a solid oxide
C) are modeled by a random packing of binary particles (not to scale).

The system terminal output is critically dependent on the activa-
tion, concentration, and ohmic polarizations and can be expressed
as:

Vcell = E − 
an+ca
act − 
an+ca+ch

con − 
an+ca+ele+inn
ohm − 
contact (3)

with the Nernst potential E is given below:

E = E0 + RgT

2F
ln

(
pH2 p0.5

O2

pH2O

)
(4)

where 
an+ca
act is the activation overpotential due to electrochemical

reaction at TPB. 
an+ca+ch
con is the concentration overpotential due to
mass transport in the electrodes and channel flows. 
an+ca+ele+inn
ohm

is the ohmic overpotential across electrodes, electrolyte and inter-
connectors. 
contact is the contact resistance. Actually, the internal
current loss resulting from the dissipation of fuel passing through
the electrolyte, and the electron conduction through the elec-
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rolyte also causes the voltage loss. But its effect is usually not
ery important compared with the mentioned overpotentials, espe-
ially, in the case of higher-temperature cells, because the exchange
urrent density is so much higher, such that the initial fall in
oltage is not significant [1]. pH2 and pH2O are the partial pres-
ures of hydrogen and water in bulk channel flows, respectively.
0 = 1.2723–2.7645 × 104T depends on local temperature. However,
t is rather difficult to clearly identify one kind of overpotential
rom others because they are highly inter-related in an actual
nergy transport process. Therefore, completely understanding and
odeling those losses are critical to accurately predict the cell’s

lectrochemical performance, which is one of the main objectives
n the present work. Modeling is performed with the following
ssumptions:

A planar cell with a co-flow configuration under the steady state
condition is considered.
Mass/heat transport and gradients in two-directions (2D) are con-
sidered.
Energy transfer due to species diffusion in channel flows and
porous layers is neglected. Because the single cell model repre-
sents a repeating cell structure in the center of a larger stack,
cyclic boundary conditions for current are imposed at the bound-
aries of model domain. Walls at the periphery of the single cell
are assumed to be adiabatic.
For electrodes, each of the two conducting phases is considered
as continuous and homogenous having an effective conductivity
dependent on the micro-parameters.
Identical and uniform catalyst activity throughout electrodes.
Relevant electrode (anode SDC/Ni and cathode SDC/LSCF) param-
eters are extracted from the literatures.
In view of that molecular diffusion and Knudsen diffusion are
comparable in electrodes, both of them are considered together.

.1. Macro-submodel

.1.1. Governing equations
The macro-scale submodel has been developed [30,32,33] to

imulate the thermal, flow and species fields in the entire com-
utational domain. In the pure fluid region (channel flows), the
avier–Stokes equations describe the flow behavior. In the porous

egion (electrodes), flow is treated as laminar, incompressible and
overned by the Brinkman–Forchheimer extended Darcy model.
he conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy and
pecies for fluids in both pure fluid region and porous domain are:

· (�f
−→
V ) = 0 (5a)

�f

ε
∇ · ( �V �V) = −∇p

ε
+ �f

ε
∇2 �V − 

(
�f

K
�V + �fF1ε√

K

∣∣ �V∣∣ · �V
)

(5b)

· (ε�fcf
�VT) = ∇ · (keff∇T) + Qre + Qoh+act (5c)

· (ε�fYi
�V) = −∇ · �Ji + Si (5d)

n

i=1

Yi = 1 (5e)

f = p

RgT
(∑

iYi/Mi

) (5f)

here  is set to unity for the flow in a porous medium (0 < ε < 1) and
o zero in pure flow regions (ε = 1). F1 is the Forchheimer coefficient

nd calculated by 1.8/(180ε5)0.5. �V is the velocity vector; Yi is the
ocal mass fraction of component i; �f, K and ε are the fluid density,
ermeability and porosity of the porous media, respectively. Qoh+act
enotes the heat produced by the ohmic and activation losses; Qre

s the heat generation by the electrochemical reaction. Si is the net
urces 194 (2009) 908–919 911

rate of production of component i by chemical reaction and �Ji is the
diffusion mass flux vector of component i.

2.1.2. Gas transport and concentration overpotential
The gas transport through porous media is mainly controlled by

molecular diffusion, Knudsen diffusion and viscous flow. For com-
posite electrodes in fuel cells, the Knudsen diffusion is as important
as bulk diffusion due to that the mean free path of molecular species
is comparable to the pore size. Thus, the two different diffusion
mechanisms should be considered in the present model. Assum-
ing that the porous medium is in local thermodynamic equilibrium
with the fluid, the extended Stefan–Maxwell relation is used to
determine the diffusion mass flux vector �Ji:

�Ji
Dk,i

+
n∑

i = 1
j /= i

(
Xi

�Jj
Dij,eff

− Xj
�Ji

Dij,eff

)
= P

RgT
∇Xi (6)

where Xi is the mole fraction of component i, Dij,eff and Dk,i denote
the effective binary diffusion coefficient of a mixture of components
i and j and the effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient of compo-
nent i, respectively [34]. The concentration overpotentials, which
are induced by the gaseous transport at electrodes and channel
flows, are calculated as:


ca
con(x, y) = RgT

4F
ln

(
pint

O2

pr
O2

)
, 
an

con(x, y) = RgT

2F
ln

(
pint

H2

pr
H2

·
pr

H2O

pint
H2O

)
(7)


fuel
con = RgT

4F
ln

(
pb

O2

pint
O2

)
, 
air

con = RgT

2F
ln

(
pb

H2

pint
H2

·
pint

H2O

pb
H2O

)
(8)

where pb
i
, pint

i
and pr

i
(i = O2, H2O, H2) are the partial pressures of

component i at the air/fuel channel flow, electrode/channel inter-
face and reaction site (TPB), respectively.

2.2. Micro-submodel

There are three different groups of clusters formed in the elec-
trodes: (i) the first is composed of the same type particles (ionic or
electronic particles) that are in contact with one another to extend
through the entire electrode. This kind of cluster is called the “per-
colating cluster”. It allows different charge to pass throughout the
electrode. Under such condition, a good conductivity is reached; (ii)
the second is that a cluster is only connected to its corresponding
bulk phase type (interconnect or electrolyte); (iii) the third clus-
ter is completely isolated from its corresponding bulk phase. The
existence of this kind of cluster increases the polarization resis-
tance in the electrode. In the present micro-porous electrode model,
the electronic phase (Ni/LSCF) or ionic phase (SDC) is assumed as
formed by the first kind of clusters, which means percolating clus-
ters dominate the electrode performance. This assumption requires
the electrodes to have a high ratio of electrode thickness to parti-
cle diameter such that this ratio is always greater than 100. When
the ratio is lower than 100, the model accuracy may be affected
by some degree of uncertainty and the Monte Carlo simulation is
therefore suitable for thin electrodes [8,19,35]. The second type is

neglected as the ratio of the electrode thickness to particle diameter
is assumed to be larger than 100. The third type is included in the
current model by parameter choices based on the following deriva-
tion. The charge is transferred along the electronic or ionic phase
and the transfer current is intrinsically between the two phases.
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ccording to Ohm’s law, the current balance in electrodes can be
stablished as:

el = −	el,eff∇Vel (9a)

io = −	io,eff∇Vio (9b)

· iio = −∇ · iel = LTPB · ica/an
tr (
act, Yi, T) (9c)

here V is the potential and i (A m−2) is the current vector per
nit area of the electrode. 	io,eff and 	el,eff are the effective con-
uctivity of the ionic and electronic conductor phase, respectively.

TPB is the active TPB length per unit volume of the electrode. ica/an
tr

A m−1) is the transfer current density per unit TPB length in the
athode or anode, which is a function of the local activation overpo-
ential 
an/ca

act , temperature and concentration. The local activation
verpotential 
act is equal to:

act = (Vio − Vel) − 
con (10)

The local concentration loss 
con is estimated by Eq. (7).

.3. Model parameters

There are still some unknown parameters or terms to be deter-
ined in Eqs. (5) and (9), such as the heat generation sources, the

ffective conductivities, the TPB length and the transfer current
ensity, etc. The classical percolation theory, coordinate number
heory and experimental work on electrode kinetics will be applied
o obtain these important parameters.

.3.1. Effective conductivity and TPB length
According to the results of the percolation theory [36] and

he effective medium theory, the effective conductivity of �-phase
ionic or electronic) in a random packing of bimodal particles above
he percolation threshold is:

�,eff ∝ 	�,0(n − nc)m (11)

here nc is the critical number fraction, also called “percolation
hreshold”. At nc the composite undergoes a phase transition from
n insulting to a conducting state, i.e., the minimum volume frac-
ion of �-phase needed for the presence of the first “percolating
luster”. The percolation threshold is not expected to be universal,
ven for regular lattices. m is a phenomenological parameter which
epends on the fractal dimension of the electrodes only and always

alls in the range 1.2–2.0. n is the number fraction of �-phase. 	�,0
s the conductivity for the �-phase material. Strictly speaking, the
ercolation equation (Eq. (11)) is only valid for metal-insulator (one

f the two phases has zero conductivity) or conductor-perfect con-
uctor (one of the two phases has an infinite conductivity). For real
ontinuum systems, the ratio of conductivities is usually not high
nough to enable the percolation equation (11) to be used accu-
ately. To appropriately apply this equation, the number fraction

able 1
odel input parameters for the baseline case.

arameters Value Parameters

uel inlet temperature (K) 773 Particle/pore size (�m)
ir inlet temperature (K) 773 Thermal conductivity fo

nlet pressure (Pa) 1.01 × 105 Thermal conductivity fo
uel inlet velocity (m s−1) 0.5 Thermal conductivity fo
ir inlet velocity (m s−1) 2.5 Thermal conductivity fo
ell length (m) 0.1 Porosity (%)

nterconnector height (m) 0.5 × 10−3 Tortuosity
hannel height (m) 1.0 × 10−3 Anode exchange current
node thickness (m) 500 × 10−6 Cathode exchange curre
athode thickness (m) 50 × 10−6 Electric conductivity for
lectrolyte thickness (m) 20 × 10−6 Ionic conductivity for SD
urces 194 (2009) 908–919

should be far from the percolation threshold. In order to over-
come this limitation, several extensions of the classical percolation
approach have been proposed [37,38]. Mclachlan [38] proposed an
effective general media (EGM) approach to predict the conductiv-
ity for composite material containing two components possessing
different electrical properties. The Eq. (12) can be used to calculate
the conductivity of electrode particle:

	el,eff = 	el,0

(
1 − 1 − �el

1 − �el,c

)m

(12)

Similarly, the ionic conductivity for the electrolyte phase is:

	io,eff = 	io,0

(
1 − 1 − �io

1 − �io,c

)m

(13)

where �el is the volume fraction of the electrode particles with
respect to all solid volume (void excluded). �el,c is the volume
fraction for electrode particles corresponding to the percolation
threshold. �io,c is the volume fraction for ionic particles corre-
sponding to the percolation threshold. However, the neck formed
between same types of particles reduces this value, so the conduc-
tivity can be estimated as:

	�,0 = 	�,bulk
lTPB

lTPB,max
= 	�,bulk

2�rmin sin(�/2)
2�rmin

= 	�,bulk sin
�

2
(14)

where � is the contact angle and is set as 60◦ [8,9,18] and rmin is
the radius of the smaller particle. However, when the porosity is
decreased or increased, how is the conductivity in SOFC affected?
Here, an approximate approach is introduced to take into account
the contribution of pores. According to the Archie’s law [39,40], the
effective conductivity is strongly dependent on the porosity of the
pure materials:

	�,eff ∝ (1 − ε)t (15)

here t is an empirical parameter. For a spherical pore, this value is
equal to 1.5 [40]. In actual case, Eq. (12) is obtained with an inherent
assumption, i.e., the porosity is estimated as 0.4, so the conductivity
of an electrode particle can be modified as:

	el,eff = 	el,0(1 − ε)t

(1 − 0.4)t

(
1 − 1 − �el

1 − �el,c

)m

(16)

According to effective medium theory (EMT) [41], the adjustable

parameter m also can be chosen as 1.5. Thus the final forms for
conductivities are:

	el,eff = 	el,bulk sin
�

2

[
1 − ε

0.6
·
(

1 − 1 − �el

1 − �el,c

)]1.5

(17)

Value

1
r anode (W m−1 K−1) 12
r interconnector (W m−1 K−1) 11
r SDC (W m−1 K−1) 2
r cathode (W m−1 K−1) 2.7

40
3.5

density (A m−2) 100
nt density (A m−2) 500
Ni (S m−1) 3.27 × 106 − 1065T
C (S m−1) 6.4 × 107/T × exp(−86,000/8.61734T)
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ig. 2. Temperature and molar contours: (a) temperature, (b) oxygen at air channe
ayer and fuel channel (arrow denotes flow direction; TI/BI, top/bottom interconnec

io,eff = 	io,bulk sin
�

2

[
1 − ε

0.6
·
(

1 − 1 − �io

1 − �io,c

)]1.5

(18)
n the above equations, the percolation threshold �el,c and �io,c can
e determined by the coordination number theory and has been
iven by [42,43].

ig. 3. Performance of SOFC: (a) ionic potential distribution, (b) electronic potential distr
athode layer, (c) hydrogen at anode layer and fuel channel, and (d) water at anode
anode; Ca, cathode; Air, air channel; Fuel, fuel channel).

The approach to estimate TPB length per unit volume LTPB,V
(m m−3) was developed using the relationship between percolation

and particle coordination number [18,31,35]:

LTPB,V = 2�rmin sin
�

2
· Nnionel

ZioZel

Z0
PioPel (19)

ibution, (c) activation overpotential, and (d) concentration overpotential (unit, V).
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Qoh+act = [∣iel + iio
∣] · Reff + 
act · i0 (28)

Here Reff is ohmic resistance, which is related to effective conduc-
tivity and geometry.
14 K. Yuan et al. / Journal of Po

here Pio and Pel are the probability of ionic- or electronic-type
onductors in the percolating cluster. Suzuki and Oshima [42] pro-
osed a more accurate expression to P� in the range 0.154 < � < 6.464
� = dio/del is the diameter ratio between ionic and electronic parti-
les):

� =
[

1 −
(4.236 − Z�−�

2.472

)2.5
]0.4

(20)

�−� = Z0n�

n� + (1 − n�)�2
(21)

here Z�–� is the coordination number between same type parti-
les, and Z0 is the average total coordination number in a random
acking of binomial spheres and equals 6. nio and nio are number

ractions of electronic and ionic particles, which are related with
olume fractions �el and �io. N is the total number of particles per
nit volume. Zio and Zel are the coordination numbers of electronic
onductor and ionic conductor. They are given by:

= 1 − ε

4/3�r3
el[nel + (1 − nel)�3]

(22)

io = 3 + (Z0 − 3)�2

nel + (1 − nel)�2
(23)

el = 3 + Z0 − 3
nel + (1 − nel)�2

(24)

t should be pointed out that Eqs. (19)–(21) only take into account
he contribution of percolating cluster to conductivity and TPB
ength. As long as �� is far away from threshold and P� is also really
igh, this kind of clusters dominates the response of the electrodes’
erformance and thus the equations are reasonable.

.3.2. Electrode kinetics and transfer current density
In principle, oxygen reduction and hydrogen oxidation reactions

ave been recognized to involve a series of consecutive elemental
teps including, i.e., dissociation, charge transfer, surface diffu-
ion of oxygen/hydrogen intermediate species, etc. There is still
o common consensus in the mechanisms and kinetics of the
wo reactions and sometimes contradictory because the elemen-
al steps strongly depend on the specific experimental conditions
nd microstructure, etc. [44–47]. Especially, the experimental data
n electrochemical kinetics of Ni/SDC anode and LSCF/SDC cathode
t lower temperatures are very limited and incomplete at present.
he relationship between ionic current densities in the composite
lectrodes and charge-transfer overpotentials can be described by
ulter–Volmer equation:

= i0

{
exp

(
ˇneF
act

RgT

)
− exp

[
−(1 − ˇ)

neF
act

RgT

]}
(25)

here F is the Faraday’s constant. ne is the number of electrons.
is the transfer coefficient. io is the exchange current density,

hich generally depends on the local temperature and composition
n the electrodes. The magnitude of the exchange current density
ould affect the predominant mechanism. For oxygen reduction in
SCF/SDC cathode, Liu et al. [15] found that the exchange current
ensity ica

0 is between 10 and 650 A m−2 at the temperatures rang-
ng from 500 to 700 ◦C, but they did not further report the effect
f the partial oxygen pressure on this value. Here we adopt this
ange. For SDC/Ni anode under lower operation temperature, the
nodic exchange current density is set as 100 A m−2 on the basis

f literature data [14]. This paper focuses on presenting a theo-
etical framework instead of making quantitative comparison with
xperiments, so the constant exchange current densities are still
elpful in qualitatively studying the mechanistic issues that govern
he performance of SOFCs.
urces 194 (2009) 908–919

2.3.3. Mass and heat sources
In mass transport Eq. (5d), the net rate of production for each

component, Si, can be stated as the following:

SH2O = MH2O
1

2F

∣∣∇ · ica
el

∣∣ (26a)

SH2 = −MH2

1
2F

∣∣∇ · ica
el

∣∣ (26b)

SO2 = −MO2

1
4F

∣∣∇ · ian
el

∣∣ (26c)

The volumetric heat generated from electrochemical reactions is
expressed by:

Qre = (�Helec − �G)
1

2F

∣∣∇ · ian
el

∣∣ (27)

Here Eq. (27) is only for anode layer. �G is the chemical potential.
The heat generated from the ohmic loss, which exists in the elec-
trodes, interconnector and electrolyte, and the activation loss can
be expressed by:

∣ ∣ 2 an/ca
Fig. 4. Performance comparison with 500 and 600 ◦C: (a) I–V performance and (b)
exchange current density distribution over the cathode (I0 is the average current
density).
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. Solution algorithm and parameters

The SIMPLEC [48] method is applied to solve the discretized
quations of momentum, energy, concentration and electrical
otential. To evaluate the convergence and grid independence of
he numerical method and the computational code, we first test
t for incompressible gas flow in a smooth microchannel with no
lip boundary condition. The numerical results agree well with the
nalytical results within tolerance criterion. Additional computa-
ions were performed with coarse grids and fine grids to check the
rid size effect on the numerical solution. The grids are refined
ear the wall region to obtain possible highly accurate numeri-
al solutions. For example, the grid sizes are set as 50 × 64 × 32,
00 × 96 × 48, and 200 × 96 × 64. The maximal differences between
00 × 96 × 48 and 200 × 96 × 64 grid systems were found negligi-
le. By balancing between the computation time and accuracy, the
rid size 100 × 96 × 48 was selected for the computation.

Air (79% N2 and 21% O2) is delivered to the air channel. Fuel (85%
2 and 15% H2O) is delivered to the fuel channel.

Some input parameters for the baseline case are extracted from
he literatures [14–16,49,50] and listed in Table 1. The physical
roperties of common materials, which are used for electrodes
nd electrolyte, strongly depend on temperature. Consequently, the
erformance of a SOFC is affected by the temperature field signifi-
antly. For instance, the resistivity of SDC at 1000 K could be one or

wo orders of magnitude smaller than that at 700 K. This tempera-
ure effect is included in the present model. Since low-temperature
node-supported fuel cells are always designed to operate below
000 K, the inlet fuel and air temperatures are chosen as 773 K in
he baseline simulation. The single unit cell is used in the numer-

ig. 5. Effect of cathode thickness on cell performance: (a) I–V performance, (b) concent
athode.
urces 194 (2009) 908–919 915

ical evaluation and the unit is assumed to be placed in an electric
furnace exchanging radiation heat transfer between the cell outer
surface and the furnace inner surface.

4. Simulation results and discussion

4.1. Baseline Case

To provide a basis for comparison, the thermo-fluid transport
and electrochemical performance of an anode-supported SOFC are
first investigated using the parameters and operating conditions
listed in Table 1. Fig. 2(a) shows the temperature contour along
the channel. The temperature at the inlet is set at 773 K and it
increases monotonically to around 940 K due to the contribution of
Joule heating and chemical reaction. The overall temperature level
is considered to be in the low-temperature range of a SOFC oper-
ation. On the air side, the temperature rise is not as large as that
in the fuel side due to higher mass flow rates. Inside the intercon-
nects, the temperature gradient in the y-direction is fairly uniform
due to high thermal conductivity. The molar fraction contours for
the major reactants and products at an average current density of
4000 A m−2 are plotted in Fig. 2(b)–(d). It reflects a fact that the
diffusion of oxygen from the air channel to the cathode creates a
significant concentration gradient (Fig. 2(b)). It should be noted that
the concentration gradient can be reduced significantly when the

oxygen supply is excessive in a practical operation.

On the other hand, the hydrogen and water vapor in the fuel
channel do not cause significant concentration gradients in the
y-direction since the diffusion of H2 is about two to three times
faster than that of oxygen as Fig. 2(c) and (d) indicate. The molar

ration overpotential in the cathode, and (c) current density distribution across the
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for different cathode thicknesses. The I–V performance curves in
Fig. 5(a) exhibit insignificant dependence on the cathode thickness.
When the current density is lower, i.e., 1000 or 2000 A m−2, the per-
formance is enhanced with a larger cathode thickness, but it is not
remarkable. When the current density exceeds 8000 A m−2, such
16 K. Yuan et al. / Journal of Po

raction of H2 decreases while that of H2O increases, respectively,
rom the fuel channel inlet to the outlet due to the electrochemical
eaction (Fig. 2(c)). However, in the anode layer, the concentration
radients become significant because of the combination effect of
nudsen diffusion and binary diffusion. The concentration losses
t the anode and cathode are detrimental to the cell performance,
nd it can be minimized by reducing the channel dimension [30,51].
ecause the channels with smaller dimensions experience a greater
nhancement in the mass and heat transfer rates.

The spatial distributions of electronic and ionic potentials are
hown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In this case, the porosity and the compo-
ition ratio of the electrode phase are 0.4 and 0.5, respectively. The
erminal output is 0.465 V. It is found that the electronic potential is
igher than the ionic potential in the anode and lower than the ionic
otential in the cathode as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Moreover, the
lectronic potential distribution across the cathode and anode is
eally uniform. While in the ionic phase, it turns out that the poten-
ial gradually decreases across the entire fuel cell thickness. These
istributions are attributed to the higher conductivity for LSCF/Ni
nd much lower conductivity for SDC. In the electrolyte, the ionic
otential drop is significant (Fig. 3(a)), due to the lower operation
emperature as compared with a higher-temperature SOFC. This
esult implies that the thickness of electrolyte must be minimized
or the reduced-temperature fuel cell in order to lower the ohmic
verpotential.

Distributions of corresponding activation and concentration
olarizations through the cathode and anode are displayed in
ig. 3(c) and (d), respectively. In the cathode, the activation overpo-
ential keeps increasing and reaches the peak value at the interface
etween the electrolyte and the cathode. This tendency indicates
hat the strongest electrochemical reaction takes place in the region
ext to the electrolyte, where the largest potential difference and
he maximal current density per unit TPB length exist. This result
grees with those from the previous studies [20,34] using the Monte
arlo simulation. While in the anode, the activation overpoten-
ial is almost negligible, i.e., on the order of 10−6, in most of the
egion and jumps to a remarkable level in the zone next to the elec-
rolyte/cathode interface. This result means a large part of the anode
oes not actively participate in the electrochemical reaction, i.e., it

s useless. Nevertheless, the cathode seems to be much more effi-
ient because the activation overpotential distribution is more even
hrough the entire cathode layer.

The corresponding concentration loss is given in Fig. 3(d). It
ndicates that this loss is unnoticeable compared with the activa-
ion loss in the cathode. But in the anode, the concentration loss
ecomes substantial and is about ten times larger than that in the
athode due to the larger thickness of anode. Clearly, the activa-
ion loss in the cathode contributes most to the overpotential for
he current anode-supported low-temperature SOFC unlike in an
lectrolyte-supported fuel cell, where the ohmic loss is dominant.
herefore, for the current case, the key elements for improving
he performance should be focused on optimizing the electrode

icrostructure.

.2. Temperature effects

In general, if the operating temperature for a fuel cell is reduced,
he performance will deteriorate due to the increase in ohmic loss.
n this section, investigation will be carried out to study the depen-
ence of fuel cell performance on the gas inlet temperature. Two
as inlet temperatures of 500 and 600 ◦C are investigated. The other

nput parameters and properties are still kept the same as those in
he baseline case. The simulated performance is shown in Fig. 4(a)
nd (b). They indicate that the maximum power density is about
.256 W cm−2 for 500 ◦C and 0.34 W cm−2 for 600 ◦C. The terminal
utput is about 0.749 V for 500 ◦C and 0.866 V for 600 ◦C. Compared
urces 194 (2009) 908–919

with the higher operating temperature SOFC such as an electrolyte-
supported fuel cell, this kind of reduced-temperature fuel cells has a
relatively lower performance due to a higher ohmic loss and a weak
electrochemical reaction activity. The corresponding current den-
sity distribution is displayed in Fig. 4(b). Clearly, the electrochemical
reaction strongly depends on the temperature. As the temperature
is increased to 600 ◦C, the profiles of exchange current density in the
cathode become flattened, which means more regions are involved
in the reaction and the cathode becomes more efficient. Another
point is that as the current density increases, the relative impor-
tance of TPB near the electrolyte becomes more prominent, and
the region far away from the electrolyte is almost “useless” having
the weakest reaction rate. Similar case holds for the anode, but the
useless region in the anode is much larger.

4.3. Thickness optimization

In order to study the dependence of SOFC performance, over-
potential and exchange current density (or reaction activity) on the
electrode thickness, several cases with different cathode and anode
thicknesses are carried out. Fig. 5 presents the comparison results
Fig. 6. Effect of anode thickness on cell performance: (a) concentration overpoten-
tial in the anode and (b) current density distribution across the anode.
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ifferences are so unnoticeable that the curves are almost identical.
thicker cathode possesses increased TPB number that results in

he improvement of the activity of chemical reaction; on the other
and, the concentration overpotential also is increased at the same
ime as shown in Fig. 5(b). However even for a thicker cathode,
he concentration loss in the cathode is still insignificant, e.g., in
he order of 10−3–10−4 V, so the decrease in activation loss over-
eighs the increase in concentration loss and the overall cathode
erformance is better when the current density is not very high.
lthough for a thicker cathode, the concentration overpotential
tarts to become significant due to a longer diffusion path as the
urrent density is very high, such increase still is not so substantial
hat it can be completely counteracted by the reduction in activa-
ion overpotential. Additionally, the temperature rise in a thicker
athode is slightly larger, which offers an extra improvement in the
erformance to some extents.

Fig. 5(c) shows that a thinner cathode provides a much more
niform density distribution and thus results in higher cathode uti-

ization. However, after we review the results from Fig. 5(a) that an
xtremely thin cathode (e.g., 10 �m) has an overall lower perfor-
ance due to insufficient reaction sites, it is suggested that the

athode thickness should be between 25 and 100 �m to achieve an
ptimal combination of a minimized concentration loss and a uni-
orm reaction rate. These results are in good agreement with the
revious theoretical studies [18,21]. Experimental results [52] also
emonstrated that the thickness of a cathode must exceed a certain
alue to achieve an optimal performance with a decreased polariza-

ion resistance. For the anode, similar results can also be obtained
s illustrated in Fig. 6. But the difference is that the concentration
verpotential becomes more significant than that in the cathode,
specially for the case of a higher current density. For the thicker
nodes, valley regions occur and the central part of anode layer

ig. 7. Effect of electrode porosity on performance and overpotentials: (a) dependence of I–
or anode (I0 is the average current density).
urces 194 (2009) 908–919 917

cannot be utilized very well due to the limitation of mass diffusion.
However, the electrochemical reaction seems to occur throughout
the whole anode at thickness less than 100 �m.

4.4. Porosity

In this section, the effect of electrode porosity on the fuel cell
performance is investigated. A more realistic electrode geometry is
considered by setting the anode and cathode thickness as 500 and
50 �m, respectively. The porosity is varied between 0.25 and 0.6.
Fig. 7(a) gives the dependence of I–V performance on the porosity.
It turns out that reducing the electrode porosity leads to a slight
increase in terminal output for both cathode and the anode. On
the one hand, a smaller porosity leads to an increase in solid vol-
ume fraction and thus TPB length, so the activation overpotential is
effectively decreased as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c).

In particular, the reduction of activation overpotential in the
cathode is much more remarkable, which leads to a higher per-
formance improvement in the cathode than that in the anode.
However, on the other hand, an extremely small porosity limits the
mass transfer from the channels to the reaction sites and increases
the concentration loss and pressure loss in the electrodes by reduc-
ing the binary diffusivity, Knudsen diffusivity and permeability. This
negative effect becomes severe for the anode with a larger cur-
rent density, 11,000 A m−2, so the anode with the smallest porosity
0.25 does not have too much improvement compared with that
with porosity 0.3. Therefore, it is not desirable to improve the fuel

cell efficiency by reducing porosity, because it causes a larger mass
transport loss and pressure loss in the porous anode layer. This is
the main reason why the porosity is always in the range of 0.3–0.4 in
the practical application. In the previous study based on the Monte
Carlo simulation [19,35], gas is assumed to penetrate into the anode

V performance on the porosity, (b) overpotentials for cathode, and (c) overpotentials
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Fig. 8. Effect of anode composition on performance.

r cathode and also include the “dead effect” or “inactive TPB”. How-
ver, in the current study, it is assumed that all pores are open to
as reaction and not any dead effects, so the decreasing of output is
ust caused by the decreasing of TPB length and the concentration
ffect is not very significant.
.5. Electrode composite

First of all, it should be noted that the continuum theory and
oordination number theory have demonstrated that the percola-
ion threshold varies from 0.294 to 0.709 as the radius ratio equals

ig. 9. Effect of particle sizes on performance: (a) I–V performance, (b) averaged exchang
ensity distribution across the cathode.
urces 194 (2009) 908–919

to unity. Therefore, the current model based on the two theo-
ries is invalid beyond this percolation range. In the study of the
composition effect, the volume fraction number of the electronic
phase ranges between 0.299 and 0.7. Fig. 8 presents the effect of
electronic phase volume fraction in the anode on the terminal out-
put. The maximal performance is achieved at ϕel = 0.4–0.45. For
cases with 0.297 < ϕel < 0.35 and 0.5 < ϕel < 0.7, the output is rela-
tively lower; it means the charge resistance is greatly increased
due to insufficient reaction sites and smaller TPB length. For the
cathode, further calculation also shows the similar optimal value.
These results match well with the previous experimental and the-
oretical results [18]. However, when the composition is beyond the
percolation threshold, our previous study has indicated that the
specific total resistance is very large and the overall performance
deteriorates.

4.6. Particle diameter

Fig. 9 shows the influence of particle size on the terminal output
and exchange current density for ionic and electronic phases. The
thicknesses of cathode and anode still are kept as 50 and 500 �m,
respectively. From Fig. 9(a), it is observed that a smaller parti-
cle diameter results in better performance, primarily due to the
increase of the active three phase boundary length per unit vol-
ume. However, the improvement is less significant at the lower

average current density, e.g., 1000 A m , which is due to the rela-
tively smaller contribution of activation overpotential to the overall
potential loss.

Apparently for the larger particle size and the smaller density
of TPBs, the exchange current density per unit length is higher

e current density distribution across the anode, and (c) averaged exchange current
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hich is due to the conservation of charge. For the anode with
he smallest particle size, i.e., 0.1 �m, only the end regions of
he anode play important roles in generating the current and so
he electrode reaction mainly occurs in the reaction zone close
o the anode/electrolyte and anode/fuel interfaces. In particular,
he anode/electrolyte zone is much more remarkable. If compar-
ng Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 6(b), the valley region shrinks with increasing
article sizes. It indicates that a larger particle size improves the
ctivity of the electrochemical reaction at the TPBs and the reac-
ion is much more uniform across the whole anode. Similarly, if
he particle size in the cathode is extremely small, the zone close
o the electrolyte/cathode interface plays a significant role. With
he increase of particle radius, the reaction zone extends into the
ulk of the composite cathode due to the decrease of the active

ength of TPB. In addition, extremely small particle sizes will have
ery small pore sizes in electrodes and results in high concentra-
ion overpotentials. Therefore, Fig. 9(b) and (c) can be considered as
seful criteria to determine the electrode thickness with different
article sizes.

. Conclusion

A physical model that consists of two submodels, i.e., a micro-
cale submodel and a macro-scale submodel has been developed
or the investigation of a low-temperature SOFC. The macro-scale
ubmodel is based on the continuum conservation laws. The micro-
cale submodel addresses the complex relationships among the
ransport phenomena in the electrodes and electrolyte, which
nclude the transport of electrons, ions and gas molecules through
he composite electrodes, electrolyte and three-phase boundary
egion. The model was used to assess the dependence of elec-
rochemical performance on the temperature, global geometrical
arameter and material microstructures (porosity, volume fraction,
omposite ratio, etc.). The important findings are listed below:

For the current low-temperature, anode-supported fuel cell, a
major portion of the overpotential comes from the activation loss
in the cathode.
In general, when the system operating temperature is lowered,
the performance is reduced mainly due to the increased ohmic
loss in the electrolyte layer and reduced electro-chemical reac-
tivity which renders portions of the electrodes inactive. Either
new materials or reducing the layer thickness is needed.
In order to balance the competing effects, the cathode thickness
is suggested to be in the range of 25–100 �m. For the anode, the
thickness should be limited to some certain value in order to avoid
excessive concentration loss and lower utilization.
When the porosity is reduced, the activation overpotential is low-
ered but the concentration loss and pressure drop are increased.
The optimal range for the porosity is between 0.3 and 0.4.

The optimal electronic phase volume fraction is determined in
the range of 0.35–0.5.
In general, the fuel cell performance increases as the particle size
is reduced. While larger particles produce wider reaction zones
and more uniform activities.

[
[
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